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These are free MP3s of the song "R.E.D." by Ne-Yo taken from "The Red Album (Deluxe Edition)" released in Japan. The song was
released on August 20, 2012. 01. Let Me Love You (Until You Learn to Love Yourself) 02. Miss Right 03. As I Lay Me Down 04.
R.E.D. Category:Ne-Yo albums Category:2012 albums is ok for just a few years, right? The cruelest thing I ever did to myself was to
wait too long before I started writing "human-centric excel" which became a full time job! ------ uw_rob Now that I think about it, one
way to solve this is to figure out how to create a hardware brain in a box, and then have a parallel processing machine such that you
can train models on the boxes to make smarter models. I can't say I've thought about it enough to know how that would actually be
done, but it would solve many of the problems described in the article. ~~~ jswanson You'd probably need an organic brain first. ~~~
uw_rob I meant a hardware brain. A hard coded brain could be pretty powerful as well ~~~ jswanson A hardware brain is not
impossible, but doesn't have the same flexibility. ------ elihu This has been known for a long time: from the Adagio. [1] I wonder how
many people have been interested in it but have put it aside, because it was one of those things that you could look into but decided it
wasn't really "real" AI. [1] [ ~~~ nols The Adagio was actually an early version of a number of the techniques used by deepmind's
approach. ------ ZenPsycho most of the technology described here is available in Sigmoid and in the PowersOfTen.net library (and has
been for some time), and has been in the wild for a number of years. ~~~ kumarski It
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